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As the core of the Protest System, Protest standard is the pivotal issue to 
evaluate the execution of protest for right and the key to the success of 
protest .But as always, the fuzzy legislation and the deviation in procuratorial 
work are the "the puzzles in practice." From the legislative perspective, the 
"Criminal Procedure law" , judicial interpretation and judicial normative 
documents have basically established the standard of the protest of criminal 
appeal trail .But how do the executive condition of the protest standard 
exactly?How to apply the standard to judicial practice for prosecutors? How to 
exercise protest for right in the criminal appeal trial properly? There are all 
problems should be regarded seriously and worth deeply research . 
This article contains four parts. 
PartⅠ,The outline of the protest of criminal appeal trial . By comparing 
related concepts, the article explores the true meaning of protest of the criminal 
appeal trial ; By comparing the differences between appeal trail, retrial, private 
prosecution and civil action with criminal case, it confirms the scope of the 
protest of appeal criminal trial which the article discussing. Also, the author 
focuses on the comfort functions of the protest procedures in resolving social 
conflicts of criminal appeal trial 
PartⅡ,The regulations of the protest standard of criminal appeal trial . 
Discuss the protest standard system of criminal appeal trial from three 
levels :the law,the judicial interpretation and the judicial normative documents . 
In addition, the article state that the protest standard of criminal appeal trial 
should meet four conditions at the same time: the facts should be clear ,the 
evidence should be reliable and sufficient; the judgment or ruling is mistaken 
indeed ; protest is justified; protest is necessary. 
PartⅢ ,The judicial alienation of the protest standard of criminal appeal 
trail. Taking a grassroots procuratorate as a sample, the article introduces a 
large number of handling data and empirical analysis plentiful protest cases . 
The specific performance of the judicial alienation like to be : resist accessory 















sentencing rather than characterization; resist small entities rather than big 
entities;resist handing stolen goods rather than  penalty.And then try to 
analyze the cause of alienation of the protest standard of  criminal appeal trial 
from the judicial reason and the extrajudicial reason. 
PartⅣ,The rational regression of the protest standard of criminal appeal 
trial. To table proposals: the first is to coordinate the regulation and makeup the 
insufficient of lawmaking by unified detailed standards,thorough 
supervision,using of sentencing recommendations.Second is to prevent judicial 
alienation,we should modify the examination and assessment system of 
grass-roots level's procuratorate scientifically,practice the reconciliation 
working mechanism according to law.We also should establish and improve the 
mechanism of handling risk assessment,exclude administrative power 
interference factors to improve the working mechanism. 
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从法律和司法性文件规定看，《刑事诉讼法》第 99 条第 2 款规定，如
果是国家财产、集体财产遭受损失的，人民检察院在提起公诉的时候，可
以提起附带民事诉讼。而 高人民检察院 2001 年《关于刑事抗诉工作的若
干意见》规定，提出抗诉时还应重点审查人民检察院提出的附带民事诉讼
部分的判决或者裁定是否符合法律规定。也就是说，人民检察院只能审查
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